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redmineorg-copy202205
     wiki: thoughts of WYSIWYG
     When choosing assignee, automatically switch  (...)
     The i18n of the help 
     Roadmap with wiki page
     Alow for custom filters for e-mail notifications
     Anti-spam or captcha for issues
     free text ticket filter
     Create a new issue based of a forum message
     Cross project reporting
     Add journal count on issues list
     Allow the same email for two accounts
     Wiki links on field names
     Custom navigation menu items
     Increased flexibility for top (redmine home  (...)
     Issues: (semi-)inline issue editing
     Bulk copy & move selected issues
     documents - directories and versions
     improved admin page navigation
     (R)Doc interface
     Allow projects view to be sorted by activity
     Have wiki links display linked page title
     Username validation - allow spaces...
     Who's online
     "New Issues" component for "My Page"
     Per-project role permissions
     Create Team tickets
     Allow administrator to hide all emails
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     ability to vary the units used to track time
     Report / Member Load Report per Project by  (...)
     Add global News
     Add A "Notify These Members" Option In Forum  (...)
     user picture (as in the TYPO3 version)?
     RADIUS authentication support
     Configurable Per-Project Text on New Issue  (...)
     Import Versions/Milestones from delimited  (...)
     Update % to be programatic not arbitrary
     Add navigation for the concept of going "back"  (...)
     Global Forums-overview
     Assign different status sets and workflows  (...)
     Different trackers on different projects?
     "For all projects" custom queries
     option to set secure flag on session and  (...)
     Create relation for new issue
     Migration task from Bugzilla
     Document versioning
     redmine:migrate_from_trac doesn't work when  (...)
     Add voting to tickets
     User Field for Anonymous Forum Submissions
     Limit the search to a subset of projects
     Remove unneeded .js files to speed page load
     <div> boxes for all UI elements
     Global wiki
     "My Calendar" page to show assigned items  (...)
     Fully integrates svn/dav apache authentication
     Subversion per-directory access rights management  (...)
     repository auto-update should be called on  (...)
     "Help" link should launch new page.
     Commit validation checking on comments
     Wiki shared across sub-projects
     ICS view of Calendar
     Fine grained permissions
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     Commenting system on wiki
     Custom Fields should have a Flag "Show in  (...)
     Embedded repository images in the wiki
     Link LDAP groups with user accounts
     Add wiki format to link to a project module
     Work Breakdown Structure / EVM
     Email to individuals not registered in Redmine
     Project version
     Filtering using more than one instance of  (...)
     CC list for issues
     Gantt chart for a user across all projects
     Polls 
     broadcast
     Add workflow for custom fields
     Empty diff page for binary files
     Recurring Tasks
     add new tickets in the name of …
     Relate a Wiki page to a project module.
     Staff-only notes with Role-base access control
     Membership logging
     Add versioning for Files and Documents
     Restructured text support for the wiki
     Allow Slashes in wiki URLs
     Add an option to make RedCloth not use hard_breaks
     Import wiki pages from MediaWiki
     Version dependency
     Overview page of all projects in Redmine  (...)
     Add "Send a Reminder" Feature to issues
     Dokuwiki importer.
     Add ability to delete Versions
     Feature: Allow setting multiple target-milestones
     Add option to make auto-fetch changesets  (...)
     Creating global (default) categories.
     resolution fixed and % done out of sync
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     use ajax suggestion pattern to fill out single  (...)
     svnauthz editing
     Subversion: Show revision histories for branches
     Mantis migration - encoding mismatches
     User Names Should provide for middle name  (...)
     Allow cross page links to reference attachments.
     Copy a Wiki Page
     Patch for membership activity (#1195)
     integration EXCHANGE/ CALENDAR
     SVN Deployment managed by Redmine
     akismet for spam filtering
     trac importer error in convert_wiki_text
     Allow Project by Project setting of a 'Default'  (...)
     Entry model
     How do you configure user email updates?
     Application Form for Private Projects
     Deleting an issue only marks it as being  (...)
     Add a global notification cc 
     Script for import from JIRA
     Support "x-*" language codes by removing  (...)
     Memberlist should show nicknames
     When downloading a file from the repository  (...)
     Add support for tag-browsing in CVS
     email notifications based on category
     improve repository viewer
     Clone-able Modules
     How to stop/run email notification every  (...)
     Interlinking between wiki and issues
     Questions/clarifications
     Making the Repository module as nice as the  (...)
     Create Default Repository Read user
     Automatic repository URL base
     Display "Repository is being created" status  (...)
     Support repository syncing for new repository  (...)
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     Create reports from Custom Fields
     Global Holidays calendar
     Project Plan import/export utility
     Issues linking by a combo box or similar
     Access control to trackers by user roles/profiles
     Favourite Activities
     Projects Info Block for MyPage
     Sort by subproject then by subject in issue  (...)
     Ignore whitespace when using SVN (requires  (...)
     Automatic daily reports on email for managers
     Highlight recent forum activity
     Save queries for any project
     Users should be able to replace a wiki file  (...)
     Fixing issues in commit messages can break  (...)
     Cumulative flow diagrams of trackers as some  (...)
     board privilges
     Link to included page in wiki
     Gantt chart on 'my page'
     bookmarks of wiki pages
     LDAP Synchronization
     PDF export of all issues with all information
     Linking and Wiki syntax
     Added Support for htpasswd authentication
     Delete Users and automatically ticket change
     LDAP username case sensitivity as an auth  (...)
     Deployments - new module
     Simple Phone Number and Address List for  (...)
     Make last name an optional field
     OpenDocument view
     Make second level navigation for all views  (...)
     Email options for Roles
     Allow email to create and reply to forum  (...)
     Issue merging
     Temporary links for documents / files
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     redmine sends http on forms on https server
     Public User Profile
     Start/end time tracking for timelogging
     Subprojects can share their parent project's  (...)
     Default tracker setting in each project
     Make version description multiline and textilizable
     Ability to quote a patch in a comment
     Ability to diff two text attachments on a  (...)
     Tab Width
     Resources workload
     Enable time-tracking additional fields in  (...)
     Implementing outlook syncronization
     eMail reminder on ticket overdue
     rule to block new tickets until end of a  (...)
     Individual LDAP fields
     Ability to move wiki attachments from one  (...)
     Support for extra macros to help in move  (...)
     Use Rails timezones support
     Sending e-mail to roles involved on status  (...)
     add custom fields that are calculations of  (...)
     Allow linking between release and docs
     Document, File repository
     Option to remove "help" from menu bar
     graphic-only application title
     Customized Status Color in Project Gantt
     Immediately send a notify email when a user  (...)
     Migration from trac/postgresql fails with  (...)
     Add session_config option-stubs to environment-config
     Make spent time - & project custom fields  (...)
     Custom field reordering isn't working at  (...)
     internal/external documents
     New related issue
     automatic repository creation
     Changelog creator
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     Clicking on an issue in a subproject changes  (...)
     language drop down box
     Add relation: invalidates
     Yes/No Vote for "Can replicate issue?"
     Pastebin
     [wish] Add another notification option: insert  (...)
     Repository & Project Management
     Threaded notes
     Alternate method for repository creation
     Bulk import for LDAP users
     Import trac subpages to the new "Hierarchy  (...)
     Importing trac's [wiki:"String WikiString"]  (...)
     Simply link two or more related issues
     Link syntax is inconsistent
     Make {{toc}} render as properly nested list  (...)
     Provide Resources for Webmasters without  (...)
     Show progress towards the nearest version  (...)
     Issue filtering on author only uses members  (...)
     Inherit parts of parent project by subprojects
     Add related issue
     Administrator e-mail control
     Delete/close created forum entry
     Timeout risks: need asynchronous operations
     Moving tasks between versions on the roadmap  (...)
     Automatically add user to project
     Display Git Submodule
     Documents: ASC/DESC when sorting
     More flexible syntax for accepting emails  (...)
     Project privacy behaviour
     Hierarchical issue templates
     Provide activity graphs
     Extend homepage with forums and admin pages
     Ability to obsolete an uploaded file
     LaTEX support in Wiki, Forums and Issues
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     Trac Migration ticket numbers vs. global  (...)
     Skip notification of issue's updating.
     Tracker Moves of an Issue should create an  (...)
     Improve E-Mail notification templates
     Role based notification settings
     Issue reporter should be editable
     Generate strong passwords
     Code Review Module
     Trac Tables are not converted into Redmine
     Attachment max. size per project
     Make project members visibility configurable  (...)
     Select who receives email notifications for  (...)
     [source:XYZ@latest#L142 Line 3434] will not  (...)
     HTTP Basic authentication for feeds
     Rename Issue as Ticket (or ...) in GUI
     Customizable "protocols" to generate external  (...)
     AuthSourceHTTP for HTTP Authentification
     [mailto:supose@soebes.de] will not correctly  (...)
     Send a scheduled mail based on a "date custom  (...)
     Ability to choose period in 'Spent time'  (...)
     SVN authentication needed for public project
     Different views between develop and funcional
     Problems when 'Assigned To' field doesn't  (...)
     CVS does not handle aliases
     Relational Database
     Lookup custom fields
     Display more statistics about a user on the  (...)
     Avoid potential awkwardness in adding custom  (...)
     Subversion and Certification Validation Error
     wiki marco to link to files
     protect user email from spmamer
     print short list of users in overview page  (...)
     New email notification option
     Allow 'upload' links as a File
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     MIME type support for repository Entries
     Autocreate repositories
     Export to LaTeX using Redcloth 4
     New Custom Fields not propagated to old issues
     Choose which subprojects are include on the  (...)
     Issue creation via email from anyone without  (...)
     Differential: New Line changes
     Shared Project Configuration
     better management of issues by email
     Display the list of files impacted by an  (...)
     Logo for Redmine
     Group wiki activity results
     Different repository access rights for different  (...)
     Extend Permissions
     Private messages
     Self-registration needs captcha
     Lost password email doesn't need email footer
     Support redmine link syntax in search box
     add a link to diff page to wiki item in activity  (...)
     SSO Authentication (CAS Jasig)
     Vacations overview
     Ideas for the Revisions page 
     Autocreate ticket according to changeset
     Standard and custom issue fields should have  (...)
     Single project setup
     Graphviz of ticket dependencies (with example)
     Different style of new issue/timelog interface
     Links and filters for project and author  (...)
     List files on version page
     Add textual help to "spent time" field and  (...)
     To control the permissions of users against  (...)
     Improved issue update (+post real-life project  (...)
     Software Reliability Growth Curve
     a less cpu-intensive setup for receiving  (...)
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     Per user email format settings (HTML/plain  (...)
     Keystroke Recognition: Quick Links
     Projects don't sort regarding locale
     CSS font sizes in em and relative
     Importing Trac "Ticket keywords"
     [SCM, Bazaar] Prefer revision's "author"  (...)
     Allow word-wrapping in pre tags in Textile
     Confirm issues received by email
     Redmine management of Git repositories
     Handle custom project statuses
     A few incorrect behaviours of bold (upon  (...)
     Fine-grain controll over ticket view permissions
     New project setting: mandatory/optional configuration  (...)
     Add myself as member to all projects I contribute
     Assign all new issues to myself
     Correlate workflow with Issue complete percentage
     Replacing projects/add page with projects/settings
     Description for issue statuses
     Partially decouple application_helper.rb  (...)
     Configure SSL schema for "private" actions.
     Add Modules to hide/display Overview, Activity,  (...)
     Suggested new feature: Recent ticket list  (...)
     Static file location
     There are X users currently {editing¦viewing}  (...)
     Allow users to choose on which specific events  (...)
     Pass svn subcommand switches to diff and  (...)
     Define working steps/packages for tickets
     Support different units in "Attachment max.  (...)
     Move some change properties fields into the  (...)
     Section FILES with folders
     Add breadcrumbs to news pages
     Feature Request: Wiki ACLs (Access control  (...)
     Having a dynamic sitemaps file for search  (...)
     Repository browsing shall respect ACLs in  (...)
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     Square brackets in SVN comments (and probably  (...)
     Reports to show people's working performance  (...)
     wiki templates
     Watch - add a personal comment
     Show "unread" items in the issue list
     Search and stats on workflow transitions
     Display notice when commenting on closed  (...)
     Role adminsitration with many projects /  (...)
     Use Redmine.pm to authenticate for any directory
     Add subcategory to category
     Wiki Auto-Save currently editing page 
     Link to Changesets is shown to User without  (...)
     "Jump to a project..." drop-down should list  (...)
     Modify default values
     Able to create 'folder' to classify uploaded  (...)
     Enrich the calendar, make it can send notification.
     Point users to "Watched issues"
     Offline Support
     Improved Trac-Importer with subversion repository  (...)
     Project tinyurl
     Support for plain HTML code in Wiki
     Support for online documents
     Project's theme configuration
     Save + Continue or AJAX save POST
     Sticky Issues
     allow title on any link
     Ability to escape external links using !
     Support for Bazaar's shared reposetories  (...)
     MySQL Deadlock Error when showing a big repository
     trac import breaks images
     trac lists aren't imported as such
     Separate permissions on Versions
     Move Authetication Settings to Project Level
     Linked lists for custom fields
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     Bounty plug-in
     Make user sorting by his localized encoding  (...)
     support lotus notes client to send  reminder  (...)
     Recursive download from the repository
     A simple plan for wiki concurrent edition
     A segregated numbering per project
     Filter atom feeds - not see/read your own  (...)
     Add a view to confirm issue deletion
     Tagging in Redmine
     Show all attached files in a forum thread  (...)
     Refine the custom fields display for projects
     Add time filter to issues summary report
     Cross-project file search
     Filter assignable users based on workflow
     Workflow summary filtered by tracker, showing  (...)
     More criteria for filtering tickets 'text'  (...)
     Update the Git repository automatically
     Show deleted wiki pages or wiki files on  (...)
     Assign To limited by workflow
     Issues fixed in multiple versions
     hides some issues in calendar block in My  (...)
     SCM URL/ROOT Information on Repository Page
     Per project themes patch
     Adds two blocks for my/page and fixes a report  (...)
     views/user/edit, make password fields not-autocomplete  (...)
     Allow user to edit own custom fields + user  (...)
     auto wiki preview
     Notification mail sender is the author and  (...)
     Patch for Feature Request #9785 (Default  (...)
     Optional project repository creation when  (...)
     Textilize document snippet on overview and  (...)
     Add mailing lists
     Enhance project parent/child relationship
     Full Text Search of files
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     Link documents to latest repository link
     perforce SCM support
     Grouping issues in Gantt view
     Create a proejct report in PDF
     Show time tracking in the changelog/roadmap
     Graphical slider for setting "% Done" field
     Support for milestones/iterations as part  (...)
     Fast time logging on my assigned issues in  (...)
     An option to have all the forums browsable  (...)
     Custom fields for transitions
     Support for Linux passwords
     "User Story" Agile concept support
     PDF Export for Roadmap and Change-Log
     Additional attributes for custom fields
     Daily Digest option for Mail Notifications
     Override user's Mail Notification preference
     Impersonate user feature
     In Reports, simple Show Estimated Time/Hours  (...)
     Temporary users (eg. enable auto-locking  (...)
     Merge Home and My page
     Custom Email templates, system wide and per  (...)
     XPlanner & Redmine
     Time tracking stopwatch
     Keyboard shortcuts
     better mercurial integration with hgweb
     Add Contact database for all Redime site
     Wiki to Documentation publishing
     Gantt chart upload/download
     Custom reports
     Status grouping
     Wiki: Support categories tagging and autolisting
     Add Categories to Files
     Different size limits for forums and files
     Alternate way of adding files to projects
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     Add reports to top menu
     Different behavior for deployments or users  (...)
     Add preference to auto-reassign back to author  (...)
     Adding a Note before sending out an Email
     To Do Lists via Ajax
     Repository browser per Project Version.
     Redmine automated backup/restore
     Access to non existing pages directly for  (...)
     Function to export whole wiki
     Document categories on a per project basis  (...)
     Capistrano Recipes
     Invites
     A possible script or plugin to generate subversion  (...)
     Spend time and Activity enhancement
     Add "My issues" to main menu
     User Wiki Page
     PDF From Reports
     gantt chart editing
     Simpler way to create Wiki Page for Version  (...)
     Text over the "New Issue" Area
     Fixed Bugs in Importer Area
     Trac Importer: Attachments in Wiki will not  (...)
     Improved Trac migration to allow multiple  (...)
     Total-columns in the issue summary (issue_report)
     'Add News Button' in 'Add news'
     Drag and Drop Calendar Support
     Possibility to know if an issue has been  (...)
     Support for yearly quarters and configurable  (...)
     redmineorg-copy202205 - 5.1.0_176
          User option to automatically add assignee  (...)
     redmineorg-copy202205 - Candidate for next  (...)
          User can choose what page he want's  (...)
          Date input fields don't respect date  (...)
          Add column totals to Issus Summary Report
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          change "versions" to "milestones"
          Open Links in New-Window
          query results on wiki pages
          Referencing and fixing issues in commit  (...)
          change default homepage to My page
          Comments on revisions
          Global versions roadmap
          LDAP authentication extremely flaky
          Add tags to issues
          Setting permissions for viewing the  (...)
          Show a breakdown of estimated/spent/remaining  (...)
          Add ability to change issue owner
          Make Projects truly independent of each  (...)
          Add SVG support, like images
          mail reminder for watchers
          Issue report for all projects
          different estimated time units hours<>days  (...)
          New user notification
          Send out issue priority in the email  (...)
          Sort time entries by name, not ID
          Templating for description of new tickets  (...)
     redmineorg-copy202205 - Candidate for next  (...)
          Custom queries can be saved under same  (...)
          Patch for #1013 (uniqueness-validation  (...)
          Subversion: Error message for some of  (...)
          LDAP authentication should allow username  (...)
          Display of inline attached images in  (...)
     redmineorg-copy202205 - Unplanned backlogs_23
          Issue description templates
          Add default Activity value per user
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